
Kotoko, Time Heals All Sorrows
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

== Romanized Japanese ==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Sashi komu hoshi akari te no hira ni atsumete
kasukana kibou sae mada mitsukerarenai
Mekakushi de mienaku naru yasashikatta kinou no kaze
sotto kata wo daku you ni tsutsumi konde kureta no

Kizutsuke au hibi ni
kodama suru kanashii koe
Itsu ka futari dake de 
aruki daseru tooikuni e
sonna yume wo sagasu

Ushinau mono nante nani hitotsunai kara
subete wo akiramete sae mo tomereba
Ima yori mo raku ni nareru atama wo yogiru omoi wa
sotto kata wo dakishimeta anata ga uchi keshita no

kizutsukje au hibi ni 
hibiki au sabishii kage
hitomi wa fusenaide
dokoka ni aru ashita wo miru
kitto yume ni aeru

Kodoku yori kanashii mono shitte shimatta futari wo
sotto musubi tsukete iru nukumori to iu ito ga

kizutsukje au hibi ni
tsunagareta yasashi ude
Itsuka futari dake de 
arukidaseru tooi kuni e

Hitomi wa fusenaide
dokoka ni aru ashita wo miru
Iki tsuzukeru koto ga
sashi dasareta unmei nara
Itsuka yume ni aou
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

==English Traslation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
The star light that is shining in gathers in the palm of my hand 
I can't even find my faint hopes yet 

With a blindfold on, I can't see yesterday's wind that was so gentle 
It quietly wrapped me up, as though holding me around the shoulders 

On the days that we hurt one another 
Sad voices echo 

One day, we'll be able to walk together to a far away land 
We'll search for our dreams 
We won't lose a single thing 
And if even our breath stops, then we'll give up on everything 

A thought runs through my head that things could be even more fun than they are now 
I quietly embraced that way of doing things, you denied it 

On the days that we hurt one another 
Lonely shadows echo 

We'll look at tomorrow, which is now somewhere, without covering our eyes 



Certainly we'll have the same dreams 
The two of us that knew sad things instead of loneliness 
Are quietly unified, by a thread called warmth 

On the days that we hurt one another 
Our gentle arms are linked 

One day, we'll be able to walk together to a far away land 
We'll look at tomorrow, which is now somewhere, without covering our eyes 

If continuing to live in, is the live that was given 
One day, we'll have the same dreams
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